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February 3, 2015 
 
The Honorable Ian Calderon 
State Capitol, Room 2148 
Sacramento, CA 94249 
RE: Support for AB 74 
 
Dear Assemblymember Calderon: 

The California Child Care Resource & Referral Network is proud to support AB 74 Care 
facilities: regulatory visits and appreciate your sponsorship of this critical piece of legislation. 
As you know, the primary purpose of AB 74 is to increase the frequency of inspections of 
community care facilities and to help ensure the basic health and safety of all individuals cared 
for in these programs.   

Prior to 2002, community care facilities were typically visited on an annual basis (with the 
exception of family child care homes which were visited every three years) with comprehensive 
visits performed by licensing program analysts.  As a result of multiple years of tight budgets, 
California facilities are currently only required to be visited once every five years. Using 
standardized criteria, the National Association of Child Care Resource & Referral Agencies has 
ranked California’s oversight of child care center programs 50th in the nation.  This is primarily 
due to the lack of annual unannounced visits.     

When an individual knows that there is oversight of their actions and behaviors, from driving 
safely on the road when a Highway Patrol car is in view to ensuring alignment with licensing 
regulations when a licensing analyst might make an annual unannounced visit, it is human 
nature to observe requirements more strictly than if no oversight is expected.  

Child Care Resource & Referral programs work across the state with thousands of parents 
seeking child care and child care providers every day.  We are aware that parents believe that 
when they choose a licensed child care provider to care for their children that the facility will be 
monitored and visited by Community Care Licensing and that someone will be ensuring that 
licensing standards are met.  Currently in California, that is a false expectation.   

Increasing the frequency of visits to community care facilities, child care programs specifically, 
has been one of our highest policy priorities for the past several years.  On behalf of the 
children, families, and child care providers in California, we stand beside you in support of AB 
74. 
 

 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Kimberley Johnson, 
Public Policy Director 
 


